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Step 1 of the annotation should be the academic summary. You should use this academic

summary template: In the  (“A” Text Type)  (Title of Text, either italicized or in

quotations marks), (Full Name of Author) (“B” Academic Verb) the topic of (Topic/Issue

of Text). S/he (“C” Academic Verb + “that”)  (Author’s main argument/belief on the

topic/issue). *Continue the summary by including the author’s main points or main

events/ideas that support the issue written above. This should be 2-3 sentences. Use

connectors to link sentences.* Ultimately, what (Author) is trying to convey through

his/her (Text Type)  is (Main Point). Step 2 of the annotation is your evaluation of the

source. Use the CRAAP test and give the rating of excellent, good, average, below

average, or poor. Then give at least one reason for your rating. Step 3 of the annotation is

your reflection on how you could use the source. Include a quote and explanation of how

it can fit into your argument. This could even be an example of the opposing viewpoint or

counterargument.
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